
Why An Old Business Model Is The Future Of
Commerce
In today's fast-paced world of technology and innovation, it may seem
counterintuitive to suggest that an old business model could be the future of
commerce. However, as we dive deeper into this topic, you'll see how history
often repeats itself, and how certain fundamental aspects of commerce have
remained unchanged for centuries.

One such business model is the concept of the local marketplace. Before the
advent of online shopping platforms and global trade networks, local
marketplaces were at the heart of every community. They provided a gathering
space for buyers and sellers to interact, exchange goods, and build relationships.

As the digital age took over, many thought that small, local marketplaces would
become irrelevant. However, recent trends suggest otherwise. People are
yearning for authentic, personal connections in an increasingly impersonal and
digital world. They are seeking out unique experiences, and that's why local
marketplaces are making a comeback.
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Local marketplaces offer much more than just a space for buying and selling
goods. They foster a sense of community and allow individuals to support local
businesses, artisans, and craftsmen. By shopping locally, consumers contribute
to the growth of their community and help sustain small-scale entrepreneurs.

Furthermore, local marketplaces promote sustainable practices and reduce the
environmental impact caused by global transportation and packaging. By buying
locally, consumers minimize their carbon footprint and support a greener
economy.

The resurgence of local marketplaces can also be attributed to the rise of
conscious consumerism. People are becoming increasingly aware of the social
and ethical implications of their purchases. They want to know the story behind
the products they buy and ensure that they align with their values.

Local marketplaces enable consumers to have direct interactions with the sellers,
giving them the opportunity to ask questions, get recommendations, and learn
more about the products they are interested in. This level of transparency and
engagement builds trust and fosters long-term customer loyalty.

Another significant advantage of local marketplaces is how they provide a unique
shopping experience. Unlike conventional retail stores or e-commerce platforms,
local marketplaces offer a sensory overload. Customers can touch, feel, smell,
and taste products before making a purchase. This multisensory experience
enhances customer satisfaction and helps create lasting memories.
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For small businesses, artisans, and craftsmen, local marketplaces offer a cost-
effective way to showcase their products to a wider audience. Renting space
within a local marketplace is often more affordable than maintaining a standalone
brick-and-mortar store. Moreover, the close proximity to other vendors creates a
synergistic effect, attracting a diverse range of customers.

With the advancement of technology, the integration of digital tools within local
marketplaces has also become a reality. Many local marketplaces now provide
online platforms where sellers can showcase their products, take orders, and
even offer home delivery. This seamless fusion of physical and digital commerce
strengthens the overall shopping experience.

So, why is an old business model like local marketplaces the future of
commerce?

First, it satisfies the need for authentic connections and unique experiences in an
increasingly digital world.

Second, it promotes sustainability and conscious consumerism, contributing to a
greener economy.

Third, it fosters transparency, trust, and long-term customer loyalty through direct
interactions between buyers and sellers.

And finally, it provides a multisensory shopping experience that cannot be
replicated by online shopping alone.

As we move forward, let's not forget the lessons learned from centuries of
commerce. While technology has undoubtedly transformed the way we do



business, certain fundamentals remain constant. So, it's time to embrace the old
and combine it with the new.

The future of commerce lies in the revival of the local marketplace, where
tradition meets innovation and local businesses thrive amidst a globalized world.
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In this clear and informed guide to the business model that’s set to dominate
twenty-first-century commerce, Adam Levinter makes a compelling case that the
phenomenal success of companies like Amazon, Netflix, Spotify, and Salesforce
wouldn’t be possible without the foundation they all have in common:
subscription. A surge of subscription boxes in 2012 earned buzz for offering
everything from razors to meal kits to underwear; since then the model has
proven to be adaptable, profitable, and resilient, even as many traditional retailers
struggle to stay relevant in the digital economy.

Levinter takes a close look at the leaders of the subscription economy to pinpoint
the essential elements of the model, and prove that while the basic concept may
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be as old as magazines, the ubiquity of the internet is enabling a new way for
businesses to scale and succeed. The Subscription Boom shows that the appeal
to both customers and businesses makes subscription a smart play for virtually
any business.
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